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Introduction
Ion implantation is commonly employed in VLSI technol-

ogy.As MOS device scaling continues, it is expected that the
lateral distribution of impurity profiles strongly affects the
device characteristics. The key parameter to determine the
lateral extension is lateral stand.ard deviation A& (Frg. t).

Up to now, there have been many theoretical estimates but
less experimental data for AR* [1'31 due to the lack of accu-
rate 2-D profiling technique 14,ll.In this paper, we propose a
simple method which enables us to extract ARo, including its
depth dependence only from l-D (vertical) SIMS profiles with
various tilts.

Model for tilted implantation profrle
We denote the 2-D impurity profrle in a-Si as.ly'(r,y), with r

as the vertical coordinate andy as the lateral one.
When the tilt angle is 0 " (Fig. 2(a)), N(x, y) is expressed. as

N(a v) : on@)f _mtrt'l".r[-H]o*:'ro,, .u

follows, by assuming a Gaussian lateral distribution function,
where @is the dose, ft(r) is the vertical profile which is ind.e-
pendent ofy, ARo,(x) is the depth dependent ARn, andyi is the
incident beam location, respectively.

For a tilt angle a (+ 0) Gig. 2G)), on the other hand, we
assume that the profile along the incident beam direction
only depends on the depth from the surface. By integrating
impurity concentration parallel to the y axis, followed by
changing the (x, y) coordinate to the wafer one (s, l) as shown
in Fig. 2(b), we obtain
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Equation (2) indicates that the tilted implantation profile
becomes a function of both lateral standard deviation and tilt
angle- That is, lateral stand.ard deviation can be extracted
from the tilted implantation profile in theory.

For detailed understanding of ARot dependence of tilted
implantation profile, we consider ru1 example of special case
by using a simple Gaussian &(x) and a constant ArRn. In this
case, Eq- (2) reduces to also Gaussian function and the fol-
lowing relationships for Gaussian parameters are obtained.

fu:Ro6coscl (B)

AR;*: A{, sin2 cr + ARjo cos2 cr , (4)

where Ro and ARp are the projected range and its standard
deviation, respectively, and the sufEx indicates the tilt angle.
According to Eq. (4), it is clear that the contribution of A$ to
M* becomes larger as the tilt angle increases. And we can
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extract ARo, bV evaluating both AR* and Aftno.

Extraction of depth-dependent ArRnt

Based on the,theory in previous section, we tried to extract
ARn for various ions experimentally.

As, P, Sb, and B ions were implanted at various tilt angles
and energies with a fixed dose of 1x10ra cm-2 into CVD a-Si
films deposited on (100) Si substrates. We describe ft(x)
through joined half Gaussian distribution for As, Sb, and P,

and Pearson IV distribution for B.
Figure 3 compares SIMS profiles with analytical ones at an

enerry of 40 keV. The dashedlines in the figure show analyti-
cal cunres fitted by using a constant ARet. An joined half
Gaussian and a Pearson IV function well express the SIMS
profrles in the peak region.

As the tilt angle increases, however, the deviation of the
analytical curve from the SIMS profrle becomes larger espe-
cially in the tail region. This indicates that the lateral stan-
dard d.eviation d.epends on the depth [2].

We, therefore, introduce a depth depend.ent ARo, by
where m is the proportionality coeffi.cient assumed to be inde-

artn(x)=.(r-tf +LX, (5)

pend.ent of implantation enerry, ro is the location where the
main function ft(r) has a peak value, and AXgives the value of
Iateral standard deviation at xo, respectively.

Overall SIMS profrles are well expressed by using Eq. (5)
as shown in Fig. 3 (sqlid lines). The parameter m for each ions
is also shown in Fig. 3. Since m's are not equal to 0, the later-
aI standard deviation depends for all ions on the depth, and it
increases with depth for As, P, and Sb, but it decreases with
depth for B.

By comparing A& depth dependence for As between ex-
periments and Monte Carlo simulations [2], our extracted
data showed a very similar depth depend.ence to the calculat-
ed one, so Eq. (5) seems to be a good approximation.

Table I summarizes the er<perimentally extracted AX to-
gether with the parameters of an joined half Gaussian or a
Pearson IV distribution against ion implantation energy. The
reported average A&'s [1] based on theory are also shown in
the table. ForAs and Sb, AXis close to the standard deviation
of the front part of the Gaussian ARo,. For P, on the other
hand, AX agrees well with that of the back part of the Gaus-
sian ARn2. As for B, AX resulted in almost the same of the
second moment of Pearson IV distribution ARo. Totally, our
extracted values agree well with the theoretical ones veri&-
ing the validity of our model.

Conclusion
We proposed an extraction method for evaluating the

lateral standard deviation. This method successfully permits
us to evaluate the depth-dependent lateral standard. devia-
tion experimentally for various ions in a-Si from tilt angle
dependent depth profiles.
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Fig. 2 Coordinate system used in this study in
the case of (a)tilt = 0 " and O)fift = a (* 0 o):
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the distribution of the implanted ions,'
There are both lateral and vertical straggle which are
characterized by AR* and ARn, respectively.

Table I Extracted distribution parar.qeters (nm)
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F'ig. 3 Comparison between SIMS and analytical profiIes with various tilts for (a)As, (b)P, (c)Sb, and (it)B. The
solid lines take account of a depth-dependent lateral standard deviation, whereas, the dashed lines use a
constantlateral standard deviation. 
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